HEUSSEN: International Law Firm Network Multilaw Mentioned by Chambers in “The Elite” and by The Lawyer in “Network of the Year”

Munich, April 13, 2017: Multilaw, one of the largest networks of independent law firms worldwide, has been chosen by Chambers and Partners for its third mention in the Chambers Global guide “The Elite”. This makes Multilaw one of only ten law firm networks to be listed among the best in the Chambers guide. The publisher bases its choice on thousands of interviews conducted among lawyers, law firms and businesses.

Around the same time, Multilaw has been awarded “Global Network of the Year 2017” by renowned British publication “The Lawyer”. In their choice of award recipients, editorial staff members at “The Lawyer” were impressed by, among other factors, the technical innovations utilized by Multilaw, like the network’s recommendation & cooperation platform and key account management system.

HEUSSEN is a law firm member of Multilaw in Germany and, thus, along with its partner law firms in the Multilaw network, able to offer its internationally active clients comprehensive service in all legal affairs.

Says Sven Hoffmann, Partner at the firm’s Stuttgart office and Member of the Board at Multilaw, “We render first-rate law consulting not only on a national, but international level as well. Which is why we’re particularly delighted to see that clients, competitors and trade publications recognize the quality of the network that we’ve been a member of for many years.”

Adds Christoph Hamm, Managing Director of HEUSSEN, “International clients find it essential to work with partners, who render their services in an utmost professional and pragmatic manner. In that sense, they can truly engage in our consultancy approach. With Multilaw, we can find the right partner law firms anytime we need to, right from our offices. We feel really good about all the honors the network has received.”

About Multilaw: Multilaw is one of the world’s largest networks of independent law firms with more than 8,500 lawyers in 80 selected law firms in 100 countries. The head office of Multilaw is in London, with more than 300 affiliated offices worldwide. The network earns a total revenue of about $ 4.5 billion a year.

About HEUSSEN

HEUSSEN Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH is a full-service corporate law firm based in Germany, comprising over 120 attorneys, tax advisers, auditors and notaries at its offices in Munich, Frankfurt, Stuttgart and Berlin as well as its branch offices in Italy and the Netherlands. Offering national and international corporate consulting in all areas of commercial law, HEUSSEN is a member of MULTILAW, one of the largest international networks of independent law groups with more than 8,500 lawyers in 80 selected law firms in 100 countries worldwide. www.heussen-law.de
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